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Abstract--We outline two solutions strategies for optimization problems requiring the minimization 
of an objective function with a variance or varlance-like term. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of minimizing an objective function which includes variance or variance-like t rms 
arises in a variety of economics, engineering, statistics, operations research and management 
science areas, for example, portfolio analysis [1], jobs sequencing [2], and Markov decision pro- 
cesses [3]. And yet, this important problem remains outside the scope of standard optimization 
methods [3, p. 52, 2, p. 112, 4,5,6, pp. 780-799]. As we shall shortly see, the reason that this 
problem proves impervious to a direct treatment with standard optimization methods is its non- 
convex, non-separable objective function. 
The aim of this paper is to call attention to the fact that although the variance minimization 
problem is unyielding to standard optimization methods - -  for which reason it is still regarded 
open [3, p. 152] - -  it rather easily lends itself to solution with parametric methods. 
To this end we describe two parametric solution strategies: a variance separation technique [4] 
and a c-programming strategy [7-9]. The first was designed specifically for minimization problems 
involving variance or variance-like terms. The second is a general solution strategy for a large 
class of nonseparable optimization problems. 
We wish to point out that in this paper we merely sketch the general outlines of these strategies 
because our overriding objective is to emphasize that solution methods for this difficult problem 
do exist. We thus confine the discussion to a broad description of how these strategies approach 
the problem in question. For technical details on the working of these strategies we refer the 
reader to the cited references. Let us begin then with a clear statement of the problem under 
consideration. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Let N be a positive integer. Let R denote the real-line and let X be a subset of R N. Throughout 
the discussion it is assumed that every x E X satisfies the following condition: 
N 
ZZ"=I '  z , ,>0 ,1<n<N (1) 
n=l 
In other words, z E X is understood to be a probability vector. Also, associated with X there 
are two real-valued functions tipulating the mean and the variance of a random variable whose 
probability distribution is x E X, namely 
N 
Mean(z) :-- ~ xnrn (2) 
n=l 
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and 
N 
Var(x) := E xn [rn - Mean(x)] 2 (3) 
rt----1 
where r is given vector in W v. 
For the purposes of this discussion it will be instructive to formulate our problem as follows: 
Prob lem V: 
:= c(x) + var( )} (4) 
where c is some real-valued function on X of the form 
N 
c(x) = x.b(r.) (S) 
n--1 
where b is a real-valued function on R. Let X* denote the set of optimal solutions to this problem. 
It is assumed that X* is not empty. 
The task embodied in this problem is to find a probability vector x* E X that minimizes the 
sum of the expected value of some function b of r, and the variance of r. The question is then: 
what makes problems of this type so difficult to solve? The answer is simply that (1)-~(3) entail 
that 
N N 
n=l  m=l  
N N 
n=l  n=l  
(6) 
(7) 
That is, the objective function is highly nonseparable, and what is more, non-convex. And to 
illustrate, consider the case where X is a convex set and the vector r is positive. Here, Var will 
be a quadratic concave  function. 
Clearly, no further explanations are required to drive home the great difficulties presented by 
this problem. 
Before turning to the proposed strategies we wish to point out that at this stage we purposely 
refrain from imposing any specific conditions on the solution set X, other than assuming that 
(1) holds. The reason for this is that to make clear the working of these strategies one need not 
bring into the picture the structure of X. To be sure, the structure of X will very much be a 
factor in determining the degree of complexity of a given problem and in consequence will have 
a bearing on the scope of the proposed strategies. We shall therefore touch on this matter at a 
later stage. 
3. SEPARATION METHOD 
Taking note of the difficulties posed by function Var, the separation method proposes that the 
solution of Problem V be sought hrough a problem whose objective function is c(x) + W(x,/~) 
where 
N 
W(x,p) :=~_xn( r . -#)2 ,  pER (8) 
namely, through the following parametric problem: 
Prob lem V(/~): 
min w(z,#) := c(z) + W(x,/~), /~ E R (9) 
rEX  
For each p E R let X'(p)  denote the set of optimal solutions to Problem V(p). We assume 
that for each p E R the set X*(p) is not empty. 
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The rationale behind this approach is that since both e and W are linear and separable with 
respect o z, then w(z, p) must also have these properties, that is, 
N N 
w(z,p) -- ~_~ x,~b(rn) + ~-a xnCr, - p]2 (10) 
n=l n=l 
N 
- ~_~ zn[b(rn) + (rn - p)21 (11) 
N 
= Y~ zndnCu), dn(p) := [b(rn) + (r. - p)21 (121 
n=l  
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that a problem falling under Problem V(p) should be 
far more amenable to treatment than a problem falling under Problem V. And to illustrate, if 
X is a subset of R N specified by a system of linear equations/inequalities, then Problem V(p) 
would take the form of a standard linear programming problem. 
But, to justify this type of approach one must show a link between Problem V(p) and Prob- 
lem V. Observe then that an expansion of the right-hand side of (8) gives the following well 
known relationship between W(z, p) and Var(z): 
W(z, p) = Var(z) + [Mean(z) - p]~, z • X, p • R (13) 
which in turn implies that 
wCz, p) = v(z) + [Mean(z) - ~]~, z • X, p • R (14) 
This means that Problem V and Problem V(p) can be linked through the following well known 
result: 
COROLLARY 1. Let z* be any optimal solution for Problem V. Then z* is also an optimal 
solution for Problem V(p*), p* = Mean(z*). Furthermore, 
and therefore 
min v(z )  = min{min w(z, p)}, 
xEX #E A xEX 
A :-- {Mean(z) : z E X} (15) 
man v(z) = man {mAn w(z,p)}, A* := {Mean(z) : z e X*} 
xEX ~E~* xEX 
(16) 
Using this as a point of departure, the main thrust of our strategy will be to recover a p E A*. 
However, by themselves the above results do not take us very far because the set A* is defined 
in terms of the elements of X* which is precisely what we set out to recover in the first place. 
To break out of this vicious circle we need to considerably narrow down the field. 
To do this we set two bounds on the difference between p and Mean(x*) for any p E R and 
z* E X*. The first bound has the following form: 
LEMMA 1. Let (z*,p,x °) be any triplet such that z* E X*, p E R, and x ° E X*(p). Then, 
[Mean(x*) - p[ >_ [w(z°,p) - v(z*)] x/2 (17) 
where ]a I denotes the absolute value of a. 
PROOF. Let z* be any element of X*, p be any element of R, and x ° be any element of X*(#). 
Then (14) yields 
[mean(z*) - p]2 = w(z*, p) - v(x*) (18) 
Since z ° E X*(p) it follows that w(z °, p) < w(z*, p) so that (18) entails that 
[Mean(z*)- p]2 >_ w(zO, p )_  v(z*) (19) 
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This gives (17), The point to note here is that Corollary 1 guarantees that w(z°,#) >__ v(z*), 
hence the argument of the square root on the right-hand side of (17) is nonnegative. 
To render (17) effective we need to replace the unknown value of v(z*) by some known quan- 
tity not smaller than v(z*). The most logical candidate is of course v(z) where z is the best 
known solution to Problem V, which is updated uring the algorithm. However, since there is a 
possibility that w(z °, p) < v(z), we modify (17) as follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (z,z*,p,z °) be any quadruplet such that z E X, z* E X*, p G R, and 
z ° E X*(p). Then 
IMean(z*) - u l  >- [max{o, w(z°,u) - v(z)}] 1/2 (20) 
The second bound is deduced by utilizing the structure of w(z, p) and the fact that z* E X* 
entails that v(z*) < v(z), Vz E X. 
LEMMA 2. Let (z*,p,z °) be any triplet such that z* E X*, p E R, and z ° E X*(p). Then 
IMean(z* )  - u l  > IMean(z °) - u l  (21) 
PROOF. Let z* be any element of X*, p be any element of R, and z ° be any element of X*(p). 
Since z ° E X*(p)  it follows that w(z°,p) <_ w(z*,p) so that (10) entails that 
v(zo) + [Mean(zo) _ p]2 < v(z*) + [Mean(z*) - #]2 (22) 
Because by definition z* E X* implies that v(z °) >_ v(z*), (22) implies that 
[Mean(z*) - p]2 > [Mean(z °) - #]2 (23) 
This yields (21). 
The two bounds established, we can now formulate a means to guide the search for p E A*. 
We call this an exclusionary rule: 
COROLLARY 3. Let z be any element of X and suppose that while solving Problem V(p) for 
p = po we obtain an optimal solution z ° E X*(#°). Then, there can be no z* E X* such that 
[Mean(z*) - po[ < max{lMean(zO) _ #[, 
[max{O, w(z °, po) _ v(z)}]xl2} (24) 
This exclusionary rule is the backbone of the algorithm that would be used to solve the problem 
in question. The gist of an algorithm derived from Corollary 3 will be as follows: 
i < k) be any sequence such that p(i) E R and z (i) E COROLLARY 4. Let ((pC0,z(0) : 1 < 
X*(p(i)), for all i, 1 < i < k. Define 
v* := min v(z (i)) 
x<i<t 
Xt := {z (0 : 1 < i < k,z (i) = v*} 
6(v*, p(i), z(i)) := max{[Mean(z(i)) _ ~(i)[, 
[max{0, w(z (i), p(i)) _ v* }]1/2} 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
A(v',/~O), zO)) := {uO)} u {z : ~(~) - 6(v',~O), zo)) 
< z < ~(0 + ~(v', ~(0, z0))} (28) 
and 
D := U~ftA(v*, p(0, z0)) 
Then {Mean(z) E D, Vz E X} implies that Xt C X*. 
(29) 
A fuller account of the working of algorithms based on these results and examples illustrating 
these algorithms can be found in [4]. 
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4. THE C-PROGRAMMING STRATEGY 
By way of introduction we shall first state the c-programming format. For our purposes it will 
be convenient to use the following [8,9]: 
Problem P: 
p := =~i~{h(z) := g(z) + ~(u(z))} (30) 
where g and u are real-valued functions on X and ~ is a real-valued function on an open set 
U C R such that u(z) E U for all z E X. Let X ° denote the set of optimal solutions to this 
problem. We assume that X ° is not empty. 
Our next task is to show that Problem V falls under this format. To this end we set: U = R, 
N 
g(z) = c(z) + E znrn2 (31) 
n----1 
In this case we have, 
N 
u(z) = Mean(z) = E znrn (32) 
n----1 
~(u(z)) = -[u(z)] 2 (331 
h(=) - cCz) + ~ z,,,-~ - =.,.,~ = ~,(z) (34) 
n----I n----I 
Observe that since the function $ defined in (33) is differentiahle and concave with respect o 
u, Problem V is an instance of Problem P that satisfies the following condition. 
ASSUMPTION I. The function $ is differentiable and concave with respect to u on U. Let $1(u(z)) 
denote the derivative of ~ with respect o u at z = u(z), z E X. 
As in the case of the variance separation method, c-programming's basic tactic is to tackle 
Problem P through a parametric problem with an objective function which is a linearized version 
of ~, that is, the following parametric problem: 
Problem P(A): 
p(~) := ~{h(=,  ~) := g(=) + ~(=)},  ~ ~ a (35) 
Let X°(A) denote the set of optimal solutions to Problem P(A). It is assumed that for each 
A E R the set X°(A) is not empty. 
Thus, applying the c-programming approach to Problem V we would seek to solve the following 
problem: 
Prob lem V°(A): 
N N 
p(~) = ~i~{w°(z, ~):= ~ z . , .  ~ + ~ =. , .}  (36) 
n----1 n----1 
N 
2 =min~'~znen(A), en()O :=b(rn)+rn+)trn (37) 
zEX 
n=l  
Again, it is abundantly clear that Problem V(A) should on the whole be far more amenable to 
treatment than Problem V. 
The goal of the c-programming strategy will be to find a A E R such that X°(,X) C X*. That 
such a )t exists is guaranteed by the following result: 
THEOREM 1 ([8,9]). Assume that ~b is differentiable and concave with respect o u on U. Then, 
z* E X* implies that X°(~l(u(z*))) C X*. 
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However, similarly to what we have ~n in the case of the variance separation method, the 
difficulty is that because the desired values of A are expre~d in terms of the elements of X*, 
taken alone this result furnishes no instructon as to the kind of procedure that would accomplish 
this task. Thus, here as well, an exclusionary rule is given the task of guiding the search for A. 
The c-programming exclusionary rule has this form: 
LEMMA 3 ([4,5]). Assume that @ is diflerentiable and concave on U. For each pair (A, z) such 
that A • R and z • X define 
I (A ,z )  : -  {otA + (1 - oO@l(.(x)) : 0 < a _ 1} (3s) 
Then, 
• • 
• x°(A), • _< (39) 
It should be pointed out that in the context of Problem V the derivative of ~ with respect to 
u is given by 
N 
@,(u(z)) = -2u(z )  = -2Mean(z) = -2  E znrn (40) 
n--1 
hence the interval I(A, z) defined in (38) can be expressed more directly as follows: 
N 
I(A,z) := {aA-2(1 -  a) Exnr - :  0 < or_< 1} (41) 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and Corollary 3. It gives the 
main drift of a c-programming algorithm for Problem P. 
COROLLAP.Y 5. Assume that @ is dilferentiable and concave on U and consider any sequence 
((A(0,z(0) : 1 < i < k) such that A(0 • R and z(0 • X°(A(0) for all i, 1 < i < k. Define 
v ° := min v(z (i)) (42) 
l<~<k 
XH := {x (0 : I < / </c,v(x (0) = v °} (43) 
and 
D! := U~=II(A (0, z (0) (44) 
Then {~l(u(z)) E DI,Vz E X} implies that Xll C X °. 
Detailed accounts of e-programming algorithms based on exclusionary rules of this type and 
illustrations of how they work can be found in [5,8-9]. Here it suffices to say that such an 
algorithm would be Lagrangian in nature. 
Having sketched the two strategies we now wish to comment on the relation between them. 
5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO METHODS 
That the two strategies are kindred is of course immediately clear. Still, it is instructive to show 
this formally. We shall do this by demonstrating that the parametric problem of the variance 
separation method, namely Problem V(/J), is equivalent to c-programming's parametric problem, 
namely Problem V°(A). This is so because w(z,/z) defined by (9) can be written as follows: 
N N 
n----1 n=l 
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Thus, 
= + (46) 
where w* is the objective function of Problem V°(A) defined in (36). This means that under the 
transformation A = -2p Problem V(/J) is equivalent to Problem V°(A), in that both have the 
same sets of optimal solutions, namely X*(p) = X°(-2p), Vp E H. 
The practical implication of this is thatit might prove possible to amalgamate the exclusionary 
rule of both methods so as to obtain more efficient algorithms. In any event, it should definitely 
be worthwhile to state the objective function w of Problem V(p) in terms of Problem P(A)'s 
format because this will enable the parametric problem to assume a clear Lagrangian form to 
thus enable one to exploit its Lagrangian characteristics to good effect. And to illustrate we shall 
write w(z, p) as follows: 
w(z,p)=g(z)-2pMean(z)+p 2, 
N 
g(z) - c(z) + ~ znr~ (47) 
n=l  
This format clearly indicates that standard Lagrangian techniques can be incorporated in the 
variance separation method. 
6. SCOPE OF  OPERATION 
To round out the discussion we need to give an idea as to the extent of the proposed strategies. 
In view of the fact that both are parametric, it is plain that in the final analysis their scope will be 
determined by the availability of solution techniques for the particular instances of Problem V°(A) 
and Problem V(p). This means that we need to clarify what solution methods can be counted 
on to carry out this task. Three likely collaborators immediately come to mind. 
Linear Programming Methods 
If the set X is defined by a system of l inear equations/ 
inequalities then clearly the parametric problem in question is a standard linear programming 
problem. Therefore, any method capable of solving linear programming problems could be used 
in collaboration with c-programming and the variance separation method to solve Problem V. 
This applies to the problem studied by Filar et al. [3]. 
Dynamic Programming 
The minimum variance problem offers ample room for an effective collaboration between c- 
programming/variance separation method and dynamic programming. By separating the highly 
nonseparable objective function v of Problem V, the two strategies pave the way for dynamic pro- 
gramming to solve the additive separable parametric problem. An attempt to tackle Problem V 
directly will ordinarily subject the dynamic programming functional equation to the whims of 
the Curse of Dimensionality [5]. Needless to say, whether or not dynamic programming will be 
a viable solution strategy for the parametric problems will in the end depend on the structure 
of the solution set X. Details on a c-programming - dynamic programming collaboration scheme 
for variance minimization problems can be found in [5]. 
Fractional Programming Methods 
In many cases variance and/or variance-like t rms occur in ratio-type objective functions. In 
the case of such problems the two strategies presented in this paper can be used in collabora- 
tion with fractional programming methods. Details about a collaboration between Dinkelbach's 
algorithm and c-programming can be found in [10]. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
At present no direct solution methods exist for variance minimization problems. As shown, 
however, in this paper, there are cases where such problems can be solved with an indirect 
parametric strategy such as c-programming strategy or a variance separation strategy. This is 
so because by allowing a o-programming formulation or by according with the requirements of 
the variance separation method, certain variance minimization problems give rise to parametric 
problems that prove amenable to standard optimization methods, such as dynamic programming, 
linear programming, branch and bound, fractional programming and so on. 
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